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A+Arts Maybury Academy

5-6th Grade Planets Project

Marshawn reads daily using
a finger to point at each

word. 

Ruth building on 
her vocabulary.

Dear Families,

As we head into the end of the first quarter I
want you to be mindful of the huge difference

in your individual child's report card and a
standardized test report.  A wide variety of
factors in the classroom that demonstrate

proficiency and effort in assignments given.  
Now, I want you to understand that we
recognize any accomplishments that

demonstrate growth and success, but please
recognize that grades should mimic results on
a standardized test.  For example, if your child

is receiving A's and also receiving a
standardized test report saying that your child

is performing  two grades below their
performance level there is a problem.  

Teacher-parent communication is crucial
through every point of the school year.

.

Make sure to monitor your child's
performance on a daily basis.  If you have not
heard from your child's teacher, then you need

to reach out to them. As a family, we must
collaborate to ensure our children's success.  

I am thankful and appreciative that you are
supporting the cause of learning and making

our school better than it was for the next
generation.
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PTO Virtual Meeting 
The first PTO meeting will be held on October 12

at 6:00pm. The meeting will be held at the link
https://meet.google.com/vri-issg-jdd

I hope to see you there. 

Hispanic and Latino
Heritage Month



Staff of the Month 

Student’s of the Month 

Attendance is Important
Attendance is a critical concern: students need to be present to engage with learning as student attendance directly

impacts student achievement and graduation.May 26, 2023
Ohio's Attendance Laws FAQs | Ohio Department of Education

Ohio Department of Education (.gov)
https://education.ohio.gov › Topics › Attendance-Support

Great moments during the Student of the Month
breakfast celebration.

Ms. Adams is one our most dedicated teachers here at Maybury.
She teaches our first grade scholars to be well-behaved and last
year her scholars showed a whole years growth in Math. Her love
for teaching and her direct instruction stands out from the rest.
Help us in congratulating Ms. Adams on her being voted by her

colleagues as Staff of the Month.   



Up Coming Events

The sole purpose of being here at Maybury campus is to work and learn!

Do you know that we do daily affirmations during morning announcements? 

Ask your scholar all about it?


